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	Op Amp Applications Handbook (Analog Devices Series), 9780750678445 (0750678445), Newnes, 2004
Op Amp Applications Handbook is another book on the operational amplifi er, or op amp. As the name
implies, it covers the application of op amps, but does so on a broader scope. Thus it would be incorrect to
assume that this book is simply a large collection of app notes on various devices, as it is far more than that.
Any IC manufacturer in existence since the 1960s has ample application data on which to draw. In this case,
however, Analog Devices, Inc. has had the benefi t of applications material with a history that goes back
beyond early IC developments to the preceding period of solid-state amplifi ers in modular form, with links
to the even earlier era of vacuum tube op amps and analog computers, where the operational amplifi er began.

This book brings some new perspectives to op amp applications. It adds insight into op amp origins and
historical developments not available elsewhere. Within its major chapters it also offers fundamental
discussions of basic op amp operation; the roles of various device types (including both op amps and other
specialty amplifi ers, such as instrumentation amplifi ers); the procedures for optimal interfacing to other
system components such as ADCs and DACs, signal conditioning and fi ltering in data processing systems,
and a wide variety of signal amplifi ers. The book concludes with practical discussions of various hardware
issues, such as passive component selection, printed circuit design, modeling and breadboarding, etc. In
short, while this book does indeed cover op amp applications, it also covers a host of closely related design
topics, making it a formidable toolkit for the analog designer.
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Cocos2d-x by Example: Beginner's Guide - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash your inner creativity and learn how to build great cross-platform 2D games with the popular Cocos2d-x framework


	About This Book

	
		Build multi-device games, letting the framework do all the heavy lifting!
	
		Spruce up your games with easy-to-apply animations, particle effects, and...



		

Migrating Applications to IPv6O'Reilly, 2011

	How badly will IPv6 break your application? What do you need to consider to make
	your application “IPv6-ready”? What questions should you ask?


	In the ideal world, your application should “just work” on IPv6, just as it does on IPv4.
	However, in the real world, application issues crop up. These could be...


		

The Cult of MacNo Starch Press, 2004
There is no product on the planet that enjoys the devotion of a Macintosh computer. Apple's machines have legions of loyal, sometimes demented fans. The Cult of Mac surveys the devoted following that has grown up around Macintosh computers. Like fans of a football team or a rock group, Macintosh fanatics have their own subculture, with...




	

Anxiety Management in Adult Day Surgery: A Nursing PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	The book is the first of its kind to specifically outline the psycho-educational nursing interventions required by the anxious, adult patient undergoing elective, ambulatory surgery. Anxiety management is a considerable issue for the majority of surgical patients and has been recognised as such for many decades. However, no formal nursing...


		

Adult Reconstruction (Orthopaedic Surgery Essentials Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Written by leading experts from the Mayo Clinic, this volume of our Orthopaedic Surgery Essentials Series presents all the information residents need on hip, knee, shoulder, and elbow reconstruction in adults. It can easily be read cover to cover during a rotation or used for quick reference before a patient workup or...



		

PMP: Project Management Professional Exam Study Guide, Includes Audio CDSybex, 2009
Prepare for the Latest Project Management Professional Exam

Prepare for the latest Project Management Professional (PMP®) certification exam with this new edition of the PMP Study Guide, which covers all essential procedures and concepts from A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide), Fourth Edition....
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